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The STEM learning project 

The STEM learning project’s aim is to generate students’ interest, enjoyment and 

engagement with STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and 

to encourage their ongoing participation in STEM learning and the world of work. 

The curriculum resources will support teachers to implement and extend the Western 

Australian Curriculum and develop the General Capabilities across Kindergarten to 

Year 12. 

Why STEM? 

STEM education will develop the knowledge and intellectual skills to drive the 

innovation required to address global economic, social and environmental 

challenges. 

STEM capability is the key to navigating the employment landscape changed by 

globalisation and digital disruption. Routine manual and cognitive jobs are in 

decline whilst non-routine cognitive jobs are growing strongly in Australia. Seventy-

five per cent of the jobs in the emerging economy will require creative and critical 

thinking and problem solving supported with skills of collaboration and teamwork 

and literacy in mathematics, science and technology. This is what we call STEM 

capability. The vision is to respond to the challenges of today and tomorrow by 

preparing students for a world that requires multi-disciplinary STEM thinking and 

capability. 

The approach 

STEM capabilities are developed when students are challenged to solve open 

ended, real-world problems using problem-based learning pedagogy which 

engages students in the processes of the STEM disciplines working collaboratively in 

teams. 
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Module title: Honey Bees 

Year Level: 4 

Overview 

When people talk about bees, most people would talk about honey. However, 

bees play a much more important role than just producing honey. Bees contribute 

to one of the most important processes in horticulture and agriculture, pollination.  

According to Barbara Baer, a researcher at the Centre of Integrative Bee 

Research, UWA, “Every third spoon of food we eat has been pollinated by a 

honeybee, which makes them really important agricultural animals”. 

Honeybees are responsible for the pollination of vegetables, fruits, nuts, spices, 

canola and countless flowering plants.  

In recent years, honeybee populations have been in decline. Some reasons for this 

include climate change, pesticide use, modern agricultural practices and viruses 

and bacteria. The parasitic Varroa mite, in particular, has led to a huge drop in 

honey bee numbers.  

Luckily, Australia remains the only continent in the world to be free of Varroa mite. 

However, given the importance the honeybee plays in food production, the 

decline in bee population around the world serves as a warning to Australia.  

In this module, students explore the problem of declining honeybee populations: 

What is the context?  

Beekeepers around the world have observed a sudden decline in numbers of 

honeybee colonies and honeybees. 

What is the problem? 

How can we raise awareness about the importance and plight of the honeybee? 

How does this module support an integrated STEM learning approach?  

Students investigate the role honeybees play in pollination and their broader role 

in agriculture and horticulture. This provides students with the opportunity to 

engage with an authentic and relevant ecological issue. Using a multidisciplinary 

approach, students apply content knowledge and processes to develop a 

greater understanding of the natural environment and develop advocacy for the 

conservation of the honeybee (ACSHE062). 

In this module, students engage in the biological sciences strand of the science 

curriculum by researching the declining populations of honeybees. Through 

researching the causes and solutions to the decline of honeybees, students 
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develop an understanding of how ‘Living things depend on each other and the 

environment to survive’ (ACSSU073). As important pollinators, bees play a key role 

in the plant life cycle (ACSSU072) because many plants cannot produce seeds or 

fruit without cross-pollination.  

This module allows students to engage in technology as they create solutions and 

design an engaging and informative game. Students investigate, design, 

produce, evaluate and collaborate effectively in developing their game.  

Students also engage in computational thinking when developing algorithms that 

utilise branching in order to develop their product (ACTDIP011). There are 

opportunities for students to engage in coding using software and peripheral 

devices. 

When developing a ‘design brief’ for the game, students engage in mathematics 

as they collect, represent and analyse data (ACMSP095). They develop surveys 

and construct data displays that provide graphic representations of the decline of 

honeybees (ACMSP096). 

This module provides rich content that engages students in purposeful 21st century 

learning that is directly linked to the General Capabilities. Problem solving, critical 

thinking, ICT capabilities and personal and social capability are all addressed in 

this module of work. It also has direct links to the Cross Curriculum priority of 

sustainability. 

 

 

  

http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/codes/science/year-4/a
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Activity sequence and purpose 

 

Pollinators – Honeybees in Decline  

This activity is designed to engage student 

interest in the problem of the global decline of 

honeybees. Students are introduced to the 

role honeybees play in ecosystems and 

evaluate the impact the decline in numbers 

on everyday lives. 

Identifying Causes – Finding 

Solutions  

Students work collaboratively to research and 

document causes and possible solutions to the 

decline of honeybees.  

Game Workshop 

Students develop a game using information 

from Activity 2. This requires students to 

develop and follow a design brief, draw 

annotated plans, construct a prototype and, 

with reflection, deliver a product that satisfies 

the design brief. 

 

The Hive – Adopt a Honeybee 

Students host a games session (The Hive) 

where work will be presented to an audience 

beyond the classroom including local experts. 

The goal of the session is to raise awareness 

and promote advocacy. 

RESEARCH

Activity 
1

INVESTIGATE

Activity 
2

IMAGINE                              
& CREATE

Activity 
3

EVALUATE &

COMMUNICATE

Activity 
4
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Background 

Assessment The STEM modules have been developed with the intention 

of providing learning experiences for students to solve 

authentic real world problems using science, technology, 

engineering and mathematics capabilities. Assessment 

opportunities will arise for teachers, and these are outlined 

here, but assessment is not the primary aim of these 

modules. 

Assessment will take place in a variety of different ways in 

order to take into account the needs of individual students. 

• Concept Map 

Ongoing formative assessment. 

• Infographic 

This will be used as formative assessment in order to 

track students’ understandings.  

• Game (Product) 

The Games will provide an opportunity for 

summative assessment using the rubric linked to the 

Science, mathematics and technologies curricula. 

• Reflection 

Using the Six Thinking Hats (DeBono) students 

engage in reflective practice. 

• Journal 

The journal will provide summative information. 

• Anecdotal 

 Teacher observations, conversations with students.  

Appendix 1 supports assessment of students completing this 

module. It contains an assessment rubric showing content 

descriptors and standards from the WA curriculum linked to 

outcomes and specific activities.  

Students have the opportunity to further develop the 

General Capabilities within ICT capability, Critical and 

Creative Thinking, Personal and Social Capability. Progress 

maps for these are included in Appendix 2 but are not for 

assessment purposes. 
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Learning 

outcomes 

 

By the end of this module students will be able to: 

1. Describe the interdependence of bees, plants, 

humans and other animals 

2. Describe the role played by bees as pollinators in the 

life cycle of flowering plants. 

3. Establish a question for a survey about the features of 

games and contribute to planning and conducting 

the survey  

4. Collate, tabulate and graph the honey bee game 

survey data and interpret the findings of the survey  

5. Use simple visual programming (coding) software to 

develop a game simulating factors impacting on 

populations of honeybees that meets agreed design 

criteria 

6. Develop and communicate design action plans and 

designs using annotated drawings 

7. Work collaboratively to build and present honeybee 

games. 

8. Evaluate the effectiveness of their design processes 

and solutions, using an agreed set of criteria and 

personal reflection strategies. 

Timing 

 

There is no recommended duration for this module. The 

module is designed to be flexible enough for teachers to 

adapt. Activities do not equate to lessons; one activity may 

require more than one lesson to implement. 

Vocabulary 

 

This module uses subject specific terminology, some of 

which is shown in Appendix 3: Teacher resource sheet 

Vocabulary. 

The following vocabulary list contains other terms that need 

to be understood, either before the module commences, 

or developed as they are used. 

Consumable 

materials 

A materials list is provided for this module. 

This list outlines materials outside of normal classroom 
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 equipment that will be needed to complete the activities. 

Safety notes 

 

It is expected that students will be using the internet to 

complete this module. It is essential that students are 

educated on internet safety including cyber bullying, 

privacy and protection. 
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Activity 1: Pollination Animation  

Activity focus Students build upon prior knowledge of honeybees, their role 

as pollinators and model their knowledge as a storyboard or 

by utilising visual programming (coding) software. Students 

identify the problem of honeybee population decline and 

understand the impact it has on everyday lives. 

Teacher 

background 

information about 

content and 

disciplinary 

processes 

Many flowering plants rely on honeybees to assist in the 

process of pollination. As such, honeybees play an important 

role in horticulture and agriculture, with honeybees estimated 

to be responsible for about 70% of Australian crop pollination.  

Pollination is the transfer of pollen from the male part of a 

flower to the female part of the same or a different flower. 

Some plants are pollinated by bees, other insects, birds, or by 

the wind.  

Pollen is produced in the anther which is the male part of a 

flower and it is transferred to the stigma or female part of a 

flower. Bees are attracted to flowers by their colour, fragrance 

and shape. When visiting flowers to gather nectar, the bees 

pick up pollen grains on their bodies and legs which is carried 

to the next flower they visit. Honeybees use nectar to make 

honey and they use pollen when building new cells in the 

honeycomb in the hive.  

When pollen grains are deposited on the stigma of a flower, 

they germinate and a tube grows down inside the flower to 

the ova (eggs) which are fertilised and then develop into 

seeds which are enclosed in the developing fruit. Pollination is 

therefore an important part of a plant’s life cycle. Without 

pollination, most plants could not produce seeds or set fruit. 

Honeybees are an important part of this process and are 

responsible for the pollination of many food crops and flowers.  

Declining populations of honeybees have a major impact on 

the productivity of food plants that require assistance in 

pollination. This has consequences for agriculture and food 

supplies.  

A review of long-term data by CSIRO scientist Saul 

Cunningham and others showed that an absence of 

honeybee pollinators would cause a reduction of global food 

production of up to 8%. Given the growing global human 

population and a limit to agricultural expansion, the world can 
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ill-afford a reduction in the pollination services of honeybees. 

  

Teacher 

background 

information about 

instructional 

procedures 

Teachers need to become acquainted with how to use 

coding software such as Scratch. Scratch is a software 

platform that uses block based programming to code. 

The ability to code computer programs is an important part of 

literacy in today’s society as it develops strategies for solving 

problems, designing projects, and communicating ideas. In 

the digital resources section there are video tutorials 

explaining how to use the software. 

This activity engages students in the process of computational 

thinking and block based coding by creating an animation 

using content they have learned. If the animation is made on 

Scratch, it can be shared with a wider audience and even 

utilised in the games that the students produce in later 

activities. 

Stimulus pictures have been provided to assist in initiating 

classroom conversation. Further images and a list of foods that 

require honeybees to assist in pollination are found in the 

digital resource section. 

Students produce a mind map representing their knowledge 

of honeybees and pollination which can be digital or paper 

based. In the digital resources section are some links with 

information relating to concept mapping. 

Please refer to Teacher resource sheet 1.4: Think, Pair, Share for 

more information relating to the Think, Pair, Share cooperative 

strategy students will use in this activity. 

Learning 

outcomes 

 

Students will be able to: 

1. Describe the interdependence of bees, plants, humans 

and other animals (Science) 

2. Describe the role played by bees as pollinators in the 

life cycle of flowering plants (Science). 

3. Predict the impact declining populations would have 

on agriculture and everyday life (Science).Create visual 

representations of the role of bees in pollination 

(Science and Technologies) 
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Equipment 

required 

 

White board or Interactive Whiteboard 

Provide access to iPads/tablets/ Laptops * 

Popplet App (Digital Resource 5)* 

* Optional Resources 

Interactive Whiteboard 

Scratch or Scratch Jnr  

Preparation Bring in a range of fruit and vegetables 

Prepare resource sheets:  

Teacher resource sheet 1.5: Picture Stimulus 

Student activity sheet 1.6: Concept Map 

Student activity sheet 1.7: I see I think I wonder  

Student activity sheet 1.8: Animation – Story Boarding 

Student activity sheet 1.9: Pollinated by Honey bees 

Student activity sheet 1.10: Let’s Go Shopping 

Activity parts 

 

 

Part 1: Mind Map 

Show the students images of honeybees (Teacher resource 

sheet 1.5: Picture Stimulus).  

Using the pictures, conduct a Think, Pair, Share relating to 

students current knowledge about honeybees (Teacher 

resource sheet 1.4: Think, Pair, Share). 

Focus Questions 

 What do you know about honey bees? 

 What do they look like? 

 Where have you seen them? 

 What relationship do they have with the environment? 

 What do honey bees make? How do they make it? 

 What does the plant life cycle look like? 

 What is pollination? 

Students organise this information using a mind map on either 

Student activity sheet 1.6: Mind Map or the Popplet app. 

Students use their devices to further research the focus 

questions and add their discoveries to their mind map. 

This will be a dynamic document that will be added to over 

the course of the module and used for formative and 

summative assessment.  
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Introduce the problem to the students, explaining they will be 

researching this throughout the STEM module. 

How can we raise awareness about the importance and 

plight of the honeybee? 

Part 2: Incursion (Optional) 

An incursion relating to honeybees and pollination would be a 

valuable experience for students, e.g., an apiarist.  

Before the incursion, students generate questions and 

wonderings for the presenter using the supplied worksheet 

(Student activity sheet 1.7: I see I think I wonder). 

Following the incursion, student mind maps will be updated 

with new information.  

Part 3 

Using information found on their devices and from their mind 

maps, students create an animation using visual programming 

software. This animation will show information relating to the 

plant life cycle and the basic process of cross-pollination and 

the role of the honeybee in this process. 

Story Board 

Students work collaboratively in small groups of three to four to 

storyboard their animation using the provided worksheet 

(Student activity sheet 1.8: Animation – Story Boarding) and 

sketch out the backgrounds, sprites and dialogue. 

Animation (Scratch) 

Using the Storyboard as a reference, students use Scratch or 

Scratch Jnr to create an animation showing the process of 

cross-pollination. 

The animation should include: 

 The bees foraging through flowers looking for nectar. 

 Moving pollen from one flower to another. 

 A simple representation of fertilisation of the flower. 

The animation should include appropriate sprites, 

backgrounds, music and dialogue. 

 

Part 4: Let’s go shopping 

Present the scenario to the class: 

Mum and Dad have asked you to do the fruit and vegetable 

shopping for the week. Working in your groups, write down a 
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list of fresh foods that your parents would usually buy from the 

shop. 

Bring out a range of fresh fruit and vegetables for the students 

to look at. Revisit the idea of pollination and ask;  

 Which foods do you think were pollinated by honeybees? 

 Note: Some plants children (and many teachers) consider 

to be vegetables are in fact fruits e.g., pumpkin, tomato 

and cucumber. Botanically they are fruits because they 

contain seeds. Sometimes the part we eat does not require 

pollination (e.g., carrots and celery). Pollination is required 

to set seed which is needed to continue the life cycle. 

Handout a copy of Student activity sheet 1.9: Pollinated by 

Honeybees to each group. Working together, students choose 

3 fruits and 3 vegetables to sort into two categories; those that 

require honey bees for pollination and those that don’t. They 

may wish to use a colour code to identify this.  

Instigate and guide the class discussion around the idea; fruits 

that we eat (e.g., apples, pears) only grow after the flower has 

been pollinated. The parts of carrots and celery we eat are 

not fruits and do not require pollination for these foods to 

grow; but, pollination of their flowers is needed if seeds are to 

be produced which is needed to provide the seed for next 

year’s crop.  

Present students with Student activity sheet 1.10: Let’s go 

shopping. Students work in groups to complete the worksheet. 

Part 5 

Whole class reflection. Students add new learning to their 

concept maps. 

 What is pollination? Why is it needed? 

 What parts of plants that we eat only grow after 

pollination? 

 Why do carrot flowers need to be pollinated? 

 What would happen to our food supply if honeybee 

populations drop? 

  

Resource sheets Teacher resource sheet 1.4: Think, Pair, Share 

Teacher resource sheet 1.5: Picture Stimulus 

Student activity sheet 1.6: Concept Map 

Student activity sheet 1.7: I see I think I wonder  
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Student activity sheet 1.8: Animation – Story Boarding 

Student activity sheet 1.9: Pollinated by Honey bees 

Student activity sheet 1.10: Let’s Go Shopping 

Digital resources – interactives, videos, online worksheets, tools etc. 

Name and URL Honeybees - Catalyst 

http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4094061.htm 

Honeybees: 

http://yourshot.nationalgeographic.com/u/ss/fQYSUbVfts-

T7pS2VP2wnKyN8wxywmXtY0-

Fwsgxpi9v94ONbJam_kPv35C6bZPMys1G9ToCKLtLcMdC1lBT 

Bee Hive 

http://www.rawstory.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/04/Working-bees-on-honey-cells-

Shutterstock-800x430.jpg 

Bee graphic 

http://beneficialbugs.org/bugs/Honeybee/Honey_Bee4.jpg 

How to Concept Map 

https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/concept-map/how-to-

make-a-concept-map 

Popplet  

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/popplet/id374151636?mt=8 

Popplet: Tutorial  

https://youtu.be/CxLDsWHsQ1g 

 Scratch Software 

https://scratch.mit.edu/ 

Pollination Animation 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/900361/ 

Scratch Jnr (iPads) 

https://www.scratchjr.org/ 

Scratch: Instructional Videos 
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https://scratch.mit.edu/help/videos/ 

Incursion 

http://www.smokinhoney.com/meet-the-bees.html 

Foods That Require Pollination 

https://www.geneticliteracyproject.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/08/without_bees_they_d_all_be_off_th

e_menu.jpg 

Food Infographic 

http://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/bee-infographic4_05-

28d.jpg 

New York Bee Sanctuary 

https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/564x/38/f8/14/38f81438f67bb65e541488b0f3e

aeafb.jpg 

We Have Bees to Thank For These 

https://www.fix.com/assets/content/18934/we-have-bees-to-

thank-002.jpg 

https://www.fix.com/assets/content/18934/we-have-bees-to-thank-002.jpg
https://www.fix.com/assets/content/18934/we-have-bees-to-thank-002.jpg
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Activity 2: Identifying Causes / Finding Solutions 

Activity focus Students investigate why honeybee populations are 

declining and work collaboratively to research and 

document causes. Students identify solutions and present 

findings as an infographic. 

Teacher 

background 

information about 

content and 

disciplinary 

processes 

Identifying Causes 

Ecosystems comprise populations of plants and animals 

living in a place. The plants, animals and the physical 

environment (air, soil, water etc.) form a system in which 

each part is dependent on other parts. For example, plants 

depend on sunlight, air, water and soil to grow. Many plants 

can only complete their life cycle if bees pollinate the 

plants so they can produce seeds and fruit. Animals 

depend on plants as sources of food, shelter and nesting 

sites. Human intervention in ecosystems disrupt these 

dependency relationships often causing the decline in 

some species. 

In 2016, the first global assessment of the state of the world's 

pollinators (cite the source document here) cited numerous 

factors as potentially being responsible for the decline in 

their populations. These included: 

1. Use of Insecticides 

Insecticides have been found to be present in pollen and 

nectar. These chemicals are ingested by bees and impact 

on their development, feeding behavior and the bees’ 

immune systems. 

2. Mites / Viruses 

The Varroa Mite: The Varroa mite attaches itself to the 

honeybee and feeds on its ‘blood’ (known as 

haemolymph); it can also infect the bee with bacteria and 

viruses, further weakening it and eventually causing its 

premature death.  

3. Climate Change 

Climate change may also be a factor in declining bee 

health. Both plants and pollinators display different 

responses to climate change, with small changes having 

the potential for serious consequences. 

4. Monocrop Farming 

A lack of diversity or availability of pollen sources may have 
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led to a decline of some of the domestic and wild bee 

populations. 

5. Introduction of Foreign Species 

Other species of honeybees, such as the Asian honeybee 

(Apis cerana), compete with the European honeybee for 

nesting sites and nectar and pollen resources.  They are also 

of concern as they may also carry diseases to which 

Australian honeybees have no resistance.  

 

Finding Solutions 

1. Planting Flowers  

Bees are losing habitat all around the world due to 

monocrop farming and the removal of native landscapes. 

Planting flowers provides bees with forage. Avoid 

chemically treating the flowers as the chemicals may leach 

into the pollen and impact the bees’ health.  Ladybugs, 

spiders, and praying mantises will naturally keep pest 

populations in check. 

Plant plenty of flowering plants. Below is a list of flowering 

plants that are suitable for honey bees: 

Herbs 

Basil, Coriander, Fennel, Mint, Parsley, Rosemary, 

Peppermint, Sage, Spearmint, Thyme and Oregano. 

Fruits & Vegetables 

Blackberries, Currants, Cucumbers, Blueberries, Lemons, 

Limes, Apples, Avocado, Mandarin, Guava, Macadamia, 

Plums, Passionfruit, Pumpkins, Raspberries, Squash, 

Strawberries, Watermelons and Rocket. 

Flowers 

Bottlebrush, Echinacea, Geraniums, species of Grevillea, 

Roses, Lavender, Marigolds, Poppies and Sunflowers. 

2. Organic Gardening 

Avoid using chemical and pest treatments on your lawn 

garden and vegetable patches. Chemicals can cause 

damage to honeybees. These treatments are especially 
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damaging if applied while the flowers are in bloom and 

they will get in to the pollen and nectar and be taken back 

to the beehive.  

Teacher 

background 

information about 

instructional 

procedures 

Students use a Jigsaw cooperative structure to conduct 

research into the causes and solutions of honeybee decline 

(Teacher resource sheet 1.2: Cooperative Learning – 

Jigsaw). 

Students use this information to create an Infographic using 

the supplied infographic template Student activity sheet 

2.1, or software (eg, Keynote, Canva, Piktochart).  

Learning outcomes Students will be able to: 

1. Identify causes contributing to honeybee decline 

(Science) 

2. Suggest possible strategies that can be used to negate 

honeybee population decline (Science) 

3. Organise and display findings into an infographic 

(Science, Mathematics and Technologies) 

Equipment required 

 

For the class: 

Interactive whiteboard 

Tablets or Laptops 

Student activity sheet 2.1: Infographic  

Software – eg Key Note , Power Point, Piktochart , Canva  

Preparation Teacher resource sheet 1.2: Cooperative Learning – Jigsaw 

Ensure students have access to the worksheet; Student 

activity sheet 2.1: Infographic  

Curate research sources using the resources suggested 

below. 

Activity parts 

 

 

Part 1:  

Research: Identify the causes of bee decline 

Using a Jigsaw (Teacher resource sheet 1.2: Cooperative 

Learning – Jigsaw), students research one aspect 

contributing to honeybee population decline. 

 Climate Change 
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 Monocrop Farming 

 Mites / Viruses / Bacteria 

 Pesticides 

Students then return from their expert groups and share their 

findings with their groups.  

 

Part 2:   

Research: Find Solutions 

Using a Jigsaw (Teacher resource sheet 1.2: Cooperative 

Learning – Jigsaw), students research one strategy that may 

help slow honeybee population decline. 

 Plant Flowers (Research which flowers) 

 Organic Farming 

 Quarantine 

 Bee Hives 

Students then return from their expert groups and share their 

findings with their groups.  

 

Part 3:  

Infographic 

Working in groups, students take the findings of their 

research and, using the supplied template (Student activity 

sheet 2.1: Infographic) create an infographic that presents 

information relating to the causes of honeybee decline and 

possible solutions. 

 

Optional: Design Your Own Infographic * 

Design 

Present the students with examples of infographics and as a 

class identify their key features. These include types of text 

(headings, information etc), graphics and statistics. 

The students should identify the purpose of an infographic 

and as a class, create a Design Brief. 

Create 

Students will use software (eg, Piktochart, Canva, keynote, 

numbers, easy chart), to create an infographic.  

This will be saved and sent to a shared platform such as 

Google Drive, Seesaw or Dropbox.  
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Part 4 

Whole class reflection. Use the following focus questions to 

review what students have learned about the problem and 

potential solutions: 

 Why are honeybees important? 

 Why do plants depend on bees? Why do bees 

depend on plants? 

 What do honeybees need to thrive? Why? 

…because…? 

 What are the main causes of the decline in 

honeybee populations? 

 Why is there so much focus on quarantine measures 

at airports to stop people bringing fruit into Australia? 

 What steps can we take to stop the decline in bee 

numbers? How would that help? Why? … 

because…? 

Students add new learning to their learning journals and 

mind maps. 

Resource sheets Student activity sheet 2.1: Infographic  

Teacher resource sheet 1.2: Cooperative Learning – Jigsaw 

Digital resources – interactives, videos, online worksheets, tools etc. 

Name and URL We can save the bees together: Sarah Red-Laird at 

TEDxBend 

https://youtu.be/j92LBGHtGlY 

Urban Organic Gardner 

http://www.urbanorganicgardener.com/2016/03/bee-

friendly-plants-you-should-plant-for-your-garden/ 

Bee Friendly: A Planting Guide 

https://rirdc.infoservices.com.au/downloads/12-014 

Why Are The Bees Dying? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKQNx0av7eY 

 The Death of Bees Explained 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqA42M4RtxE 

 Why are the bees dying? 

http://www.urbanorganicgardener.com/2016/03/bee-friendly-plants-you-should-plant-for-your-garden/
http://www.urbanorganicgardener.com/2016/03/bee-friendly-plants-you-should-plant-for-your-garden/
https://rirdc.infoservices.com.au/downloads/12-014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKQNx0av7eY
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKQNx0av7eY  

 Piktochart 

https://piktochart.com 

 Infographic software 

http://www.creativebloq.com/infographic/tools-2131971 

 Canva 

https://www.canva.com/create/infographics/ 

 QR Code Generator 

http://www.qrstuff.com/?aid=355 
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Activity 3: Game Workshop 

Activity focus This activity requires students to engage with the design 

thinking process to develop a game that promotes 

awareness about honeybee decline and inspires 

advocacy. The aim of the game is to create an enjoyable 

experience whilst at the same time promoting an 

awareness of honeybee decline. 

Teacher 

background 

information about 

content and 

disciplinary 

processes 

In order to create a game, students will need to engage 

with the design process.  

Design Thinking (Appendix 5) 

This will require students to develop and follow a design 

brief, draw annotated plans and construct a working 

prototype that satisfies the design brief.  The design brief 

should be jointly constructed by the students with teacher 

support and be made available to students to guide the 

design process. 

Coding and Computational Thinking 

Students will need to utilise coding software in order to 

produce an interactive game. This may mean having to 

immerse the students in coding and computational thinking 

activities. An example of coding software is Scratch, there is 

an instructional video link to this in the digital resource 

section. 

Students can also make use of peripheral devices that can 

be programmed. They may utilise a variety of digital 

technology to create an engaging and interactive game.  

Video tutorials or online instructions would be beneficial to 

students. Allowing the students, who are unfamiliar with the 

technology, to immerse themselves in it prior to the 

planning, may also be of benefit. 

Teacher 

background 

information about 

instructional 

procedures 

Graphing 

If students are unfamiliar with the structure of a column 

graph, a whole class activity to collect and present data 

may be a useful option.  

Creating a Design Brief 

The teacher should act as facilitator during this activity. By 

collaboratively developing the design brief students are 

given ownership of the creative process as well as being 
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informed of the expectations required of the design. 

Create 

Students may need access to sharp scissors and hot glue 

guns which may require additional adult supervision.  

Coding 

If students are unfamiliar with coding software and digital 

peripherals, a whole class activities relating to this may be 

required.  

Learning outcomes Students will be able to: 

1. Establish a question for a survey about the features of 

games and contribute to planning and conducting 

the survey (Mathematics). 

2. Collate, tabulate and graph the honey bee game 

survey data and interpret the findings of the survey 

(Mathematics). 

3. Use simple visual programming (coding) software to 

develop a game simulating factors impacting on 

populations of honeybees that meets agreed design 

criteria (Technologies). 

4. Develop and communicate design action plans and 

designs using annotated drawings (Technologies). 

5. Work collaboratively to design and develop 

honeybee games (Technologies). 

 

 

Equipment required 

 

For the class: 

Student resource sheet 3.1: Features of Games – survey and 

graph  

Teacher resource sheet 3.2: Example Design Brief  

Student activity sheet 3.3: Action Plan 

Student activity sheet 3.4: Prototype troubleshooting 

For the students: 
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See Appendix 4 – Materials List 

Preparation Bring in games and video games  

Ensure students have access to the following worksheets: 

Student resource sheet 3.1: Features of Games – survey and 

graph 

Student activity sheet 3.3: Action Plan 

Student activity sheet 3.4: Prototype troubleshooting 

Activity parts 

 

 

Part 1: Create a Design brief 

Introduce the task to the students. 

Today we are going to design an interactive, playable, 

game that will teach people about bees and what is 

happening to their numbers. By the end of the game we 

want people to know more about bees and what they can 

do to help increase numbers. This is the tricky part 

though…we also want them to have a fun playing the 

game! 

As a class decide on the objectives of the game. These 

should be: 

 Raise awareness (inform) 

 Develop advocacy (inspire to action) 

 Enjoyment (entertain) 

Market Research 

Show students a range of games available on the market. 

These will include board games and video games.  

Through class discussion determine what features of the 

games. 

 What do they look like?  

 What are the materials they used?  

 What are the rules? 

 How do you win? 

Represent thinking as a whole class brainstorm. Ask students 

what they think the most important features are, circle 

these. 

Using the circled features as a base for questions, students 

participate in a class survey to determine the feature most 

important to them. Record information as a whole class 
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tally. Students could survey another class to add to their 

data.  

Surveys can have as many criteria as the students 

determine or, a limit can be set by the teacher; however, 

for the purpose of this activity it is recommended to use no 

more than 10. 

Students transfer data from the survey to Student resource 

sheet 2.1 – survey and graph.  

Use this data to develop a whole class design brief for the 

games students will create using Student activity sheet 3.2: 

Example design brief. 

Part 2: Action Plan 

Students will use the design criteria established in Part 1 to 

create an annotated blueprint and use this design to build 

their game.  

Students work collaboratively to complete an action plan 

(Student activity sheet 3.3: Action Plan). The action plan will 

include: 

 Design brief 

 Team member information 

 Materials list 

 Blueprint   

This action plan will be used to inform building of the game. 

Action planning is an important skill for project 

management roles. 

Part 3: Create 

Working in groups, students will use their action plan to build 

their game.  

Using a range of construction materials students build their 

games (prototype) and prepare them for testing and 

refining. 

Students integrating coding, will need to access coding 

software and develop their interactive games. At this stage 

students may also access peripheral technology (see 

Appendix 4 – Materials) to incorporate into their game. 

Support students to document their construction process 

and capture digital images of the design process. 

Part 4: Test and Modify 
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Working in groups’ students test their games amongst 

themselves. Students reflect on and evaluate the 

effectiveness of their design and record their reflections in 

Student activity sheet 3.4: Prototype troubleshooting 

Prompt students with:  

 What worked?  

 What didn’t work – why? How will you fix this? 

 What would you do again? What would you not 

repeat? Why? 

Students will be given the opportunity to modify their 

designs to address any issues arising from their group 

reflections. 

Part 5 

Whole class reflection.  

Conduct a whole class discussion to review the design 

process and how well the designs satisfy the design brief: 

Our design brief required the games to inform people 

about the problem, encourage people to act to help bees, 

and to be enjoyable.  

 What will people learn from your game? 

 What are you encouraging them to do to help bees? 

 In what ways is your game fun? 

Students add new learning to their mind maps and reflect in 

learning journals. 

Resource sheets Teacher resource sheet 1.3: Cooperative Learning –

Placemat 

Student resource sheet 3.1: Features of Games – survey and 

graph 

Student activity sheet 3.2: Example Design Brief  

Student activity sheet 3.3: Action Plan 

Student activity sheet 3.4: Prototype troubleshooting 

Digital resources – interactives, videos, online worksheets, tools etc. 

Name and URL Algorithms 

http://www.tynker.com/blog/articles/ideas-and-tips/how-
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to-explain-algorithms-to-kids/ 

What’s in the kit? DETWA 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9C9tV_G3dIuTThrUV8xSV

dGNmc/view 

Scratch: Instructional Videos 

https://scratch.mit.edu/help/videos/ 
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Activity 4: The Hive 

Activity focus Students present their game to the class and a wider 

audience such as parents, carers, duty teachers, apiarists 

and scientists.  

Teacher 

background 

information about 

content and 

disciplinary 

processes 

Students host a gaming event where participants play the 

completed games. ‘The Hive’ will be the name of the 

gaming event that will be promoted throughout the school 

and, where possible, the local community.  

Participants who play the game will be rewarded with 

game tokens which can be used to redeem an ‘Adopt a 

Bee’ pack. The pack includes seeds of flowering plants in 

order to provide more forage for honeybees and promote 

advocacy in the local community. 

Teacher 

background 

information about 

instructional 

procedures 

This activity provides opportunity for cross-curricular 

assessment with literacy, listening and speaking. It also 

provides a rich opportunity for assessing the children’s 

understanding of the science and technology principles 

and processes. 

Students will need support to prepare for the games event. 

Some considerations teachers may have to make include: 

Venue 

 Where will you hold the event? Is there enough 

space? 

Invites  

 Who do you want to attend? 

 Which experts will you invite? 

 How will you raise awareness of the event? 

Example promotional materials have been included to give 

students and teachers some ideas (Teacher resource sheet 

4.3: Example Flyer) 

Digital Infrastructure  

 Do you have access to Wi-Fi and a power supply? 

 Will the technology be available and charged?  
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Learning outcomes Students will be able to: 

1. Work collaboratively to develop and present 

honeybee games (Technologies). 

2. Evaluate the effectiveness of their design processes 

and solutions, using an agreed set of criteria and 

personal reflection strategies (Technologies) 

3. Develop and communicate design ideas 

(Technologies). 

Equipment required 

 

For the class: 

Venue 

Teacher resource sheet 4.1: Question Prompts  

Teacher resource sheet 4.2: Game Tokens  

Teacher resource sheet 4.3: Example Flyer 

Teacher resource sheet 4.4: Adopt-a-bee 

Teacher resource sheet 4.5: Peer / Parent Feedback  

For the students: 

Finished Products (Games) 

Digital Artifacts 

Student activity sheet 4.8: Design Review 

Preparation To Be Printed: 

 Question Cards: Teacher resource sheet 4.1: Question 

Prompts  

 Game Tokens: Teacher resource sheet 4.2: Game Tokens 

 Teacher resource sheet 4.5: Peer / Parent Feedback  

 Student activity sheet 4.8: Design Review 

Students will need to set up their exhibition space and will 

need to make sure they have all the materials they require 

to conduct their game.  

Activity parts 

 

Part 1: Preparation 

Set Up 

Have the students identify where they want to hold the 

gaming event. From here, the students’ plan how they want 
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 to set up their space with the goal of attracting participants 

(use the analogy of a flower attracting a bee) so you can 

disseminate information. 

Promotion 

Students will need to develop promotional material in order 

to raise awareness of the event and promote participation 

from the wider school community. As such it should include: 

 Event details (where, when, who, what etc.) 

 Engaging typography and graphics 

Promotional material can be distributed around the school, 

newsletters and the school website. (Teacher resource 

sheet 4.3: Example Flyer) 

Promotional materials can be created in a variety of 

different ways using a variety of different tools or software. 

Graphic design software such as Canva, Word or Pages 

can be used to develop the promotional materials. 

Adopt – a –Bee  

Students will develop ‘Adopt- a-bee’ packs for the 

participants. These packs will consist of small envelopes 

filled with flowering seeds that will grow into foraging 

spaces for honey bees. 

Students who collect three game tokens, can redeem 

these tokens for an ‘Adopt-a-bee’ pack (Teacher resource 

sheet 4.4: Adopt-a-bee). 

Part 2: The event 

The Hive Gaming Zone  

Before the participants enter into the game center they will 

be given a list of questions relating to bees. This will provide 

talking points for the players who will need to engage with 

the games for answers. (Teacher resource sheet 4.1: 

Question Prompts) 

Participants will play the games that the students have 

developed and collect tokens. (Teacher resource sheet 4.2: 

Game Tokens) 

The students must facilitate the experience by providing 

players with instruction (how to play the game) and 

Information (Information relating to honeybees). 

Students are encourage to collect data by taking photos or 
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videos of the gaming experience. This will be used to help 

fill in their evaluations. 

Advocacy  

Reward token can be taken to the game kiosk where they 

can be redeemed for an ‘Adopt a Bee’ pack. Teacher 

resource sheet 4.4: Adopt-a-bee.  

Part 3: Feedback 

Set up a feedback book for players to write reflections 

about the experience. This will be kept at the games kiosk. 

Teacher resource sheet 4.5: Peer / Parent Feedback  

Part 4: Self reflection 

Using Six Thinking Hat structures, students individually reflect 

on the experience in their learning journals (Student activity 

sheet 4.4: Design Review). These will include the following 

types of reflection: 

• Yellow: Positive  

• Black: Negative 

• Red: Feelings 

• Green: Recommendations for next time. 

Resource sheets  Teacher resource sheet 4.1: Question Prompts  

Teacher resource sheet 4.2: Game Tokens  

Teacher resource sheet 4.3: Example Flyer 

Teacher resource sheet 4.4: Adopt-a-bee  

Teacher resource sheet 4.5: Peer / Parent Feedback  

Student activity sheet 4.6: Self Evaluation 
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Appendix 1: Assessment Rubric 

Science: 

 A 

Excellent  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

excellent achievement of 

what is expected for this year 

level  

B 

High  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

high achievement of what is 

expected for this year level  

C 

Satisfactory 

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

satisfactory achievement of 

what is expected for this 

year level 

D 

Limited  

achievement 

The student 

demonstrates limited 

achievement of what is 

expected for this year 

level  

E 

Very low  

achievement 

The student 

demonstrates very low 

achievement of what 

is expected for this 

year level  

Science Understanding 

Biological 

sciences 

Content descriptor: 

Living things depend on each other and the environment 

to survive (ACSSU073) 

Learning outcome: 

Describe the interdependence of bees, plants, 

humans and other animals 

Activities  

Activities: 1, 2  

Describes of how bees 

depend on plants for food, 

plants depend on bees for 

pollination to complete their 

life cycles and that animals 

and humans depend on 

plants for food. 

Describes how flowering 

plants need bees for 

pollination and how bees 

need flowering plants for 

food 

Describes how flowering 

plants need bees for 

pollination or how bees 

need flowering plants for 

food 

Makes simple 

connections between 

living things and their 

environment. 

Does not meet the 

requirements of a D  

 

Biological 

sciences 

Content descriptor: 

Living things have life cycles (ACSSU072) 

Learning outcome: 

Describe the role played by bees as pollinators in the 

life cycle of flowering plants. 

Activities  

Activities: 1, 2  

http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/codes/science/year-4/a
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Illustrates and describes the 

plant life cycle and includes 

the role of bees in pollination 

so that the plant can develop 

seeds and fruit that produce 

the next generation of plants. 

Identifies where pollination 

fits in the plant life cycle. 

Explains that bees carry 

pollen to flowers so that the 

flowers can produce seeds. 

Explains that bees are 

important for pollination. 

Does not meet the 

requirements of a D  

 

 

 

Technologies: 

 A 

Excellent  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

excellent achievement of 

what is expected for this year 

level  

B 

High  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

high achievement of what is 

expected for this year level  

C 

Satisfactory 

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

satisfactory achievement of 

what is expected for this 

year level 

D 

Limited  

achievement 

The student 

demonstrates limited 

achievement of what is 

expected for this year 

level 

E 

Very low  

achievement 

The student 

demonstrates very 

low achievement of 

what is expected for 

this year level 

Digital Technologies: Process and production skills  

Collecting, 

Managing and 

analysing data 

Content descriptor: 

Use simple visual programming environments that include a 

sequence of steps (algorithm) involving decisions made by 

the user (branching) (ACTDIP011) 

Learning outcome: 

Use simple visual programming (coding) software to 

develop a game simulating factors impacting on 

populations of honeybees that meets agreed design 

criteria  

Activities 

Activities: 3 

Uses simple visual 

programming to develop a 

logical and detailed 

Uses simple visual 

programming to develop 

a logical sequence of 

Uses simple visual 

programming to develop 

a sequence of steps 

Uses simple visual 

programming, with 

some errors, to develop 

Does not meet the 

requirements of a D 

grade. 

http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/technologies/digital-technologies2/technologies-overview/glossary/visual-programming
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACTDIP011
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sequence of steps 

(algorithms) and a variety of 

relevant user decision-making 

(branching). 

steps (algorithms) and 

relevant user decision-

making (branching). 

(algorithms) and user  

decision-making 

(branching). 

a sequence of steps 

(algorithms) and user 

decision-making 

(branching). 

Digital Technologies: Process and production skills – Creating solutions by: 

Designing Develop and communicate design ideas and decisions 

using annotated drawings and appropriate technical 

terms. 

Develop and communicate design action plans and 

designs using annotated drawings 

Activity: 3 

Develops, clearly 

communicates and justifies 

design ideas and decisions, 

using clearly annotated 

drawings and appropriate 

technical terms.  

Develops and clearly 

communicates design ideas 

and decisions, using clearly 

annotated drawings and 

appropriate technical terms. 

Develops and 

communicates design ideas 

and decisions, using 

annotated drawings and 

appropriate technical terms.  

Lists simple design ideas, 

with incomplete and/or 

irrelevant drawings, using 

few technical terms.  

Does not meet the 

requirements of a D 

grade. 

Collaborating 

and managing 

Work independently, or collaboratively when required, to 

plan, create and communicate ideas and information for 

solutions 

Work collaboratively to build and present honeybee 

games. 

Activities 

3 and 4 

Consistently works 

independently, or 

collaboratively to plan, safely 

create and effectively 

communicate logical ideas 

and information for solutions.  

Works independently, or 

collaboratively to plan, 

safely create and 

communicate logical 

ideas and information for 

solutions.  

Works independently, or 

collaboratively to plan, 

safely create and 

communicate ideas and 

information for solutions.  

Works independently, 

or collaboratively when 

required, to plan, 

create and/or 

communicate simple 

ideas and share some 

information for 

solutions.  

Does not meet the 

requirements of a D 

grade. 

Evaluating Use criteria to evaluate and justify simple design processes 

and solutions. 

Evaluate the effectiveness of their design processes 

and solutions, using an agreed set of criteria and 

personal reflection strategies. 

Activities 

Activity: 3, 4 

Uses criteria to evaluate and 

justify their design, and makes 

recommendations for an 

Uses criteria to evaluate 

and justify their design, 

and makes a 

Uses criteria to evaluate a 

design and justify their 

solution. 

Uses one relevant 

criterion to make a 

brief comment on a 

Does not meet 

requirements of a D 

grade. 

http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/technologies/digital-technologies2/technologies-overview/glossary/information
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improvement to the design, 

design process and/or 

construction of the model. 

recommendation for an 

improvement. 

design.  

 

 

Mathematics: 

 A 

Excellent  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

excellent achievement of 

what is expected for this year 

level 

B 

High  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

high achievement of what is 

expected for this year level  

C 

Satisfactory 

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

satisfactory achievement of 

what is expected for this 

year level 

D 

Limited  

achievement 

The student demonstrates 

limited achievement of 

what is expected for this 

year level  

E 

Very low  

achievement 

The student 

demonstrates very 

low achievement of 

what is expected for 

this year level  

Statistics and Probability 

Data 

representation 

and 

interpretation 

Content descriptor: 

Select and trial methods for data collection, including 

survey questions and recording sheets (ACMSP095) 

Learning outcome: 

Establish a question for a survey about the features of 

games and contribute to planning and conducting the 

survey 

Activities 

Activities: 3 

Describes and evaluates the 

effectiveness of various 

methods for data collection 

and representation and 

explains how this affects the 

results. 

Describes and evaluates the 

effectiveness of various 

methods for data collection 

and representation and 

explains reasoning. 

Describes and evaluates the 

effectiveness of various 

methods for data collection 

and representation. 

Describes various methods 

for data collection and 

representation. 

Does not meet the 

expected standard. 

Construct suitable data displays, with and without the use 

of digital technologies, from given or collected data. 

(ACMSP096) 

Collate, tabulate and graph the honey bee game 

survey data and interpret the findings of the survey 

Activities 

Activities: 3 

http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/codes/mathematics/year-4/acmsp095
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/codes/mathematics/year-4/acmsp096
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Constructs appropriate data 

displays from given or 

collected data and justifies 

choice of chosen display. 

Constructs appropriate 

data displays from collected 

data. 

Constructs data displays 

from collected data. 

Constructs a simple data 

display. 

Does not meet the 

expected standard. 
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Appendix 2: General Capabilities 

The General Capabilities continuums shown here are designed to enable teachers to understand the progression 

students should make with reference to each of the elements.  There is no intention for them to be used for assessment. 

ICT Capability learning continuum  

Sub-element Typically by the  end of Year 2 Typically by the  end of Year 4 Typically by the  end of Year 6 

Generate ideas, plans and 

processes 

use ICT to prepare simple plans to 

find solutions or answers to 

questions 

use ICT to generate ideas and 

plan solutions 

use ICT effectively to record 

ideas, represent thinking and plan 

solutions 

Generate solutions to 

challenges and learning area 

tasks 

experiment with ICT as a creative 

tool to generate simple solutions, 

modifications or data 

representations for particular 

audiences or purposes 

create and modify simple digital 

solutions, creative outputs or data 

representation/ transformation for 

particular purposes 

independently or collaboratively 

create and modify digital 

solutions, creative outputs or data 

representation/transformation for 

particular audiences and 

purposes 

Collaborate, share and 

exchange 

use purposefully selected ICT 

tools safely to share and 

exchange information with 

appropriate local audiences 

use appropriate ICT tools safely to 

share and exchange information 

with appropriate known 

audiences 

select and use appropriate ICT 

tools safely to share and 

exchange information and to 

safely collaborate with others 
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Critical and Creative thinking learning continuum 

Sub-element Typically by the  end of Year 2 Typically by the  end of Year 4 Typically by the  end of Year 6 

Organise and process 

information 

organise information based on 

similar or relevant ideas from 

several sources 

organise information based on 

similar or relevant ideas from 

several sources 

analyse, condense and combine 

relevant information from 

multiple sources 

Imagine possibilities and connect 

ideas 

build on what they know to 

create ideas and possibilities in 

ways that are new to them 

expand on known ideas to 

create new and imaginative 

combinations 

combine ideas in a variety of 

ways and from a range of 

sources to create new possibilities 

Seek solutions and put ideas into 

action 

investigate options and predict 

possible outcomes when putting 

ideas into action 

experiment with a range of 

options when seeking solutions 

and putting ideas into action 

assess and test options to identify 

the most effective solution and to 

put ideas into action 

Transfer knowledge into new 

contexts 

use information from a previous 

experience to inform a new idea 

transfer and apply information in 

one setting to enrich another 

apply knowledge gained from 

one context to another 

unrelated context and identify 

new meaning 
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Personal and Social Capability learning continuum 

Sub-element Typically by the  end of Year 2 Typically by the  end of Year 4 Typically by the  end of Year 6 

Work collaboratively identify cooperative behaviours 

in a range of group activities 

describe characteristics of 

cooperative behaviour and 

identify evidence of these in 

group activities 

contribute to groups and teams, 

suggesting improvements in 

methods used for group 

investigations and projects 

Negotiate and resolve conflict practice solving simple 

interpersonal problems, 

recognising there are many ways 

to solve conflict 

identify a range of conflict 

resolution strategies to negotiate 

positive outcomes to problems 

identify causes and effects of 

conflict, and practise different 

strategies to diffuse or resolve 

conflict situations 

Develop leadership skills discuss ways in which they can 

take responsibility for their own 

actions 

initiate or help to organise group 

activities that address a common 

need 

initiate or help to organise group 

activities that address a common 

need 

 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/overview/introduction 

  

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/overview/introduction
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Appendix 3: Teacher Resource Sheet Vocabulary 

 

Pollination The transfer of pollen from the anther to the stigma. 

Pollen The fertilising element of flowering plants, consisting of fine, powdery, yellowish grains 

of spore, sometimes in masses. 

Ovum 
The female reproductive cell or gamete of animals, which is capable of developing, 

usually only after fertilization, into a new individual. 

Anther The pollen-bearing part of a stamen. 

Flowers 
a. Part of a seed plant comprising the reproductive organs and their envelopes if any, 

especially, when such envelopes are less conspicuous in form and colour. 

Nectar 
The saccharine secretion of a plant, which attracts the insects or birds that pollinate 

the flower. 

Ovule 
A rudimentary seed. The plant part that contains the embryo sac and hence the 

fermale germ cell, which after fertilization, develops into a seed. 

Pistil 
The ovule- bearing or seed-bearing female organ of a flower, consisting when 

complete of ovary, style and stigma 

Stamen The pollen-bearing organ of a flower, consisting of the filament and the anther. 

Virus 

An ultramicroscopic (20 to 300 nm in diameter), metabolically inert, infectious agent 

that replicates only within the cells of living hosts, mainly bacteria, plants, and anials: 

composed of an RNA or DNA core, a protein coat, and, in more complex types, a 

surrounding envelope. 

Bacteria 

Ubiquitous one-celled organisms, spherical, spiral or rod shaped and appearing singly 

or in chains, comprising the Schizmycota, a phylum of the kingdom Monera (in some 

classification systems the plant class Schizomycetes), variouos species of which are 

involved in fermentation, putrefecation, infectious diseases, or nitrogen fixation. 

Quarantine A strict isolation imposed to prevent the spread of disease. 

Hive A shelter constructed for housing a colony of honey bees; beehive. 

Insecticides Chemical, biological, or other agents used to destroy insect pests. 

Subject Specific Vocabulary  
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Appendix 4: Materials List 

You will need the following materials to complete this module. 

Construction Materials 

Cardboard tape scissors 

Rulers / Measuring Tape paint glue 

Butcher paper foam modeling clay 

blocks toothpicks pipe-cleaners 

straws string rubber bands 

construction paper wooden craft sticks cellophane 

 

Technology 

iPad / Tablets Interactive Whiteboard 

Laptops  

 

Software * 

Popplet Scratch / Scratch Jnr Hopscotch 

Seesaw QR Rafter i-nigma 

iMovie Keynote / Power point Book Creator 

Aurasma Puppet Pals Sketch Up 

 

Digital Technologies * 

Sphero Ozobot Dash & Dot 

Little Bits Makey Makey Bee Bots 

Edison Lego EV3 Green Screen 

Materials for optional parts are marked as such. * 
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Appendix 5: Design Process 

  

Development 

Ideation 

Analysis 

Finding useful and helpful information about the design problem. 

Gathering information, conducting surveys, finding examples of 

existing solutions, testing properties of materials, practical testing. 

Understanding the meaning of the research findings. 

Analysing what the information means, summarising the surveys, 

judging the value of existing solutions, understanding test results. 

Idea generation – turning ideas into tangible forms so that they can be 

organised, ordered and communicated to others. 

Activities such as brainstorming, mind mapping, sketching, drawing 

diagrams and plans, collecting colour samples and/or material samples 

and talking through these ideas can help to generate more creative 

ideas. 

Using the SCAMPER model can assist with this. 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCT_02.htm 

http://www.designorate.com/a-guide-to-the-scamper-technique-for- 

creative-thinking/ 

Development of the design ideas. Improvements, refinements, adding 

detail, making it better. 

Activities such as detailed drawings, modelling, prototyping, market 

research, gaining feedback from intended user, further research – if 

needed – to solve an issue with the design, testing out different tools or 

equipment, trialling production processes, working out dimensions, 

testing of prototypes and further refinement. 

Safe production of the final design or multiple copies of the final design. 

Fine tuning the production process such as division of labour for 

batch or mass production. 

Use of intended materials and appropriate tools to safely make the 

solution to the design problem. 

Reflection on the process taken and the success of the design. 

Evaluation can lead into further development or improvement of the 

design and can be a final stage of the design process before a 

conclusion is reached. 

Could be formal or informal and verbal or written. 

Research 

Production 

Evaluation 

http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCT_02.htm
http://www.designorate.com/a-guide-to-the-scamper-technique-for-
http://www.designorate.com/a-guide-to-the-scamper-technique-for-
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Appendix 6: Reflective Journal 

When students reflect on learning and analyse their 

own ideas and feelings, they self-evaluate, 

improving metacognitive skills. Reflective journals 

allow students to express their learning during any 

stage of the learning process in a way that is 

individual. Journals or reflective processes can be 

used in a variety of ways and are suitable for use 

from kindergarten to year 12. 

Early childhood classrooms may use a whole class reflective journal with pictures of 

the learning experience and scribed conversations.  

When students self-monitor or reflect, the most powerful learning happens.  

Reflective practice can be supported in classrooms by creating opportunities that 

allow students to think about their learning and the world around them. Successful 

learners apply prior knowledge when posed with new questions and problems and 

use this knowledge to decide how they will increase understanding. 

Journals become a useful assessment tool that gives teachers additional insight into 

how students value their own learning and progress. 

Students reflect on learning in their personal journals at any stage of a learning 

activity and for any length of time. Teachers can model the journaling process, by 

thinking aloud and showing students how they can express learning and thoughts in 

a variety of ways including diagrams, pictures and writing. 

Teachers should encourage students to revisit earlier entries to help them observe 

the progression of their thoughts and understanding. Students should comment and 

reflect on these entries to help them understand their own learning and the process 

they have gone through. 
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Appendix 7: Student activity sheet 1.0: Journal Checklist 

 

As an ongoing part of completing this module you 

will have been keeping a journal of your work. This 

may take the form of a written journal, a portfolio or 

a digital portfolio. 

 

Before submitting your journal to your teacher for 

feedback and assessment, please ensure you have included the following 

information in your journal.  

 Tick each box once complete and included. 

 Write N/A for items that were not required in this module. 

 

Your name and group member's names or photographs.  

An explanation of the problem you are solving.  

Your notes from Activity 1  

Your notes from Activity 2  

Your notes from Activity 3  

Your notes from Activity 4  

Student activity sheet 1.1: Concept Map  

Student activity sheet 1.3: Story Board  

Student activity sheet 2.1: Infographic  

Student activity sheet 3.3: Action Plan   

Student activity sheet 4.6: Self Evaluation  

Student activity sheet 4.8: Design review  

Student activity sheet 1.0: This Journal checklist   

 

http://www.rodaxsoft.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/shutterstock_101924824.jpg
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Appendix 8: Teacher resource sheet 1.1: Cooperative learning – 

Roles 

 

Cooperative learning frameworks create 

the opportunity for groups of students to 

work together, generally to a single 

purpose.  

As well as having the potential to increase 

learning for all students involved, using 

these frameworks can fulfil part of the 

Australian Curriculum General Capability: 

Personal and social capability. 

 

When students are working within groups, positive interdependence can be fostered 

by assigning roles to various group members. 

These roles could include: 

Working roles; eg Timekeeper, Resources, Reader, Writer, Artist, Planner 

Social roles; eg Motivator, Noise monitor, Observer 

Teachers using the Primary Connections roles of Director, Manager and Speaker for 

their science teaching may find it effective to also use these roles for STEM learning. 

 

Further to this, specific roles can be delineated for specific activities the group is 

completing. 

 

It helps students if some background to the purpose of group roles is made clear to 

them before they start, but at no time should the roles get in the way of the learning. 

Roles may not always be appropriate in given tasks, the decision rests with the 

teacher.  
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Appendix 9: Teacher resource sheet 1.2: Cooperative Learning – 

Jigsaw 

 

This resource sheet provides a brief outline on a cooperative learning technique 

known as the jigsaw method. 

Cooperative learning frameworks create the opportunity for groups of students to 

work together, generally to a single purpose.  

As well having the potential to increase learning for all students involved, using these 

frameworks can fulfil part of the Australian Curriculum General Capability: Personal 

and social capability. 

The Jigsaw method involves group work and typically has each member of the 

group becoming 'experts' in one or two aspects of a topic or a question being 

investigated. Students start in their groups then break away to join 'experts’ from the 

groups to investigate and learn about a specific aspect of a topic. After developing 

a sound level of understanding the students return to their groups and teach each 

other what they have learned. 

Within each expert group, issues such as how to teach the information to their group 

members are considered. 

 

Step 1 Cooperative groups  

(of four students) 
1    2    3    4 1    2    3    4 

Step 2 Expert groups  

(size equal to the number of 

groups) 

1  1 2  2 3  3 4  4 

Step 3 Cooperative groups  

(of four students) 
1    2    3    4 1    2    3    4 

 

The diagram here shows two initial groups of four students. The 1st student from each 

group forms an expert group of 1's. The 2nd student from each group forms an expert 

group of 2's, and so on. After learning their assigned material, these students from 

the expert group return to their initial groups to teach others. 
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Appendix 10: Teacher resource sheet 1.3: Cooperative Learning –

Placemat 

This resource sheet provides a brief outline 

on a cooperative learning technique 

known as Placemat. 

Cooperative learning frameworks create 

the opportunity for groups of students to 

work together, generally to a single 

purpose.  

As well having the potential to increase learning for all students involved, using these 

frameworks can fulfil part of the Australian Curriculum General Capability: Personal 

and social capability. 

 

The Placemat method involves students working collaboratively to record prior 

knowledge about a common topic, brainstorm an idea or similar. It also allows 

teachers to readily see the contribution of each individual student.  The diagram 

here shows how this is set out for students. 
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Appendix 11: Teacher resource sheet 1.4: Cooperative Learning – 

Think, Pair, Share  

This resource sheet provides a brief outline on a 

collaborative learning technique known as 

Think – Pair – Share. 

Cooperative learning frameworks create the 

opportunity for groups of students to work 

together, generally to a single purpose.  

As well as having the potential to increase 

learning for all students involved, using these 

frameworks can fulfil part of the Australian 

Curriculum General Capability: Personal and 

social capability. 

 

In the Think stage, each student thinks silently about a question asked by the 

teacher. 

In the Pair stage, students are paired up to discuss their thoughts and answers to the 

question. 

In the Share stage, the students share their answer, or their partners answer, or what 

they decided together.  This sharing may be with other pairs or with the whole class. 

It is important also to let students "pass". This is a key element of making the 

technique safe for students.  

Think – Pair – Share increases student participation and provides an environment for 

higher levels of thinking and questionin
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Appendix 12: Teacher resource sheet 1.5: Picture Stimulus 
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Appendix 13: Student activity sheet 1.6: Word web 

What do 

they look 

like? 

Where 

do they 

live? 

 

What do 

they do? 

 

Interesting 

Facts 
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Appendix 14: Student activity sheet 1.7: I see I think I wonder 

I see I think I wonder is a thinking routine which develops visual literacy and 

encourages students to make careful observations and thoughtful interpretations 

stimulating curiosity and inquiry. 

 

What do you see when you look at this image? 

What are you thinking about as you look at this image? 

What are your wonderings (questions)? 

Content descriptor 

Biological Sciences: Living things depend on each other and the environment to 

survive (ACSSU073) 
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Appendix 15: Student activity sheet 1.8: Animation - Story Boarding  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Scene 1 Scene 2 

 

Scene 3 

 

Sprites / Backgrounds Music / FX 
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Appendix 16: Student Activity sheet 1.9: Pollinated by honey bees 

 

Kiwifruit Onion Cashew Celery Strawberry 

Beet Mustard Broccoli Cauliflower Cabbage 

Turnip Canola Chilli Capsicum Watermelon 

Orange Coffee Coriander Melon Cucumber 

Lemon Lime Carrot Cardamom Cotton 

Sunflower Lychee Macadamia Apple Mango 

Avocado Kidney Beans Apricot Cherry Plum 

Almond Peach Pomegranate Pear Currants 

Boysenberry Raspberry Elderberry Sesame Tamarind 

Blueberry Cranberry Grape Guava String Beans 
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Appendix 17: Student activity sheet 1.10: Let’s Go Shopping 

Hi Kids, 

Can you please run down to the shops and pick up the following fruit and vegetables from the 

grocery shop. The money is left in the envelope in the top drawer. Thanks! 

Mum 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

  
 

 

 

 

What would happen to our food if pollinators stop pollinating flowers? 

 

 

What would happen to our food if pollinators stop pollinating flowers? 
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Appendix 18: Student activity sheet 2.1: Infographic 

 

Plant Bee 

Friendly 

Plants 

What Can We Do? 

The Causes 

The Problem 
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Solution: 

 

Solution: 

 

Solution: 

 

Solution: 
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Appendix 19: Student resource sheet 3.1: Features of Games – survey and graph  

What are the most important things for you when you’re playing a game? 

 Criteria Tally Total 

   

   

   

   

   

   

The purpose of this survey is to collect information about the features which are important to you and your classmates when 

playing a video game.  

Insert Graph Here 
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Appendix 20: Student activity sheet 3.2: Example Design Brief 

Design Brief 

 

Design an interactive, playable, game that will teach people about bees and 

what is happening to their numbers. By the end of the game we want people to 

know more about bees and what they can do to help them. 

 

Your game will need to include 
 

 Completed 

Information 

Information about the causes  

Information about solutions  

Design 

Interesting graphics / colour  

Engaging typograhy  

Gameplay 

Incorporte point system  

Honey bees as major character  

Use technology / robotics  

Earn tokens  

Multi player / take turns  
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Appendix 21: Student activity sheet 3.3: Action Plan  

Design Brief 

 

Team Members Blueprint  

  

Materials 
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Appendix 22: Student activity sheet 3.4: Prototype troubleshooting 

 

 Problem/issue Impact on your design Solution/change to your design 
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The Hive 

The Hive The Hive 

The Hive 

Appendix 23: Teacher resource sheet 4.1: Question Prompts  

 

 

 

 What is the problem? 

 What would happen if 

bee populations drop? 

 What are the causes? 

 Is there anything we 

can do? 

 

 

 

 

 What is the problem? 

 What would happen if 

bee populations drop? 

 What are the causes? 

 Is there anything we 

can do? 

 

 

 

 

 What is the problem? 

 What would happen if 

bee populations drop? 

 What are the causes? 

 Is there anything we 

can do? 

 

 

 

 

 What is the problem? 

 What would happen if 

bee populations drop? 

 What are the causes? 

 Is there anything we 

can do? 
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The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

Appendix 24: Teacher resource sheet 4.2: Game Tokens 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 

The Hive 

Redeem to 

Adopt a Bee 
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Appendix 25: Teacher resource sheet 4.3: Example Flyer 
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Plant a seed – Adopt a Bee 

 

Inside this pack you will see 

Flowers for us honey bees 

Roses, Lavenders and sunflowers too 

When they grow tall I’ll soon see you  
 

Plant a seed and adopt a bee 

Plant a seed – Adopt a Bee 

Appendix 26: Teacher resource sheet 4.4: Adopt-a-bee (Seed 

Envelope Labels) 

110 mm 

60 mm 

110 mm 

60 mm 

 

Inside this pack you will see 

Flowers for us honey bees 

Roses, Lavenders and sunflowers too 

When they grow tall I’ll soon see you  
 

Plant a seed and adopt a bee 
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Appendix 27: Teacher resource sheet 4.5: Peer / Parent Feedback 

Please provide some feedback about the game that you just played.  

Did you have fun?  What did you learn?  What will you do with this new information? 
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Appendix 28: Student activity sheet 4.6: Self Evaluation 

Game Reflection 

 

Photograph/ Drawing 

 

 

What did you make? How did you feel about your game? 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

What did you like about your game? What could you have done better? 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

What would you do differently? 
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Appendix 29 Teacher resource sheet 4.7: Student evaluation 

 
Key:  

 
1 Needs attention/ sometimes 
2 Very good/ consistently 
3 Excellent/ independently/ 

consistently 

Student name 

             

Remains focused on tasks 

presented 
     

        

Completes set tasks to best of 

their ability 
     

        

Manages time effectively      
        

Cooperates effectively within 

the group 
     

        

Contributes to group discussions      
        

Shows respect and consideration 

for others 
     

        

Uses appropriate conflict 

resolution skills 
     

        

Actively seeks and uses 

feedback 
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Appendix 30: Student activity sheet 4.8: Design review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Things I would keep the same 

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

Things I would change 

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________ 

Photograph/Drawing  
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Notes 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

  



 

 

 


